Donations in Honor

BCAction gratefully acknowledges donations made in honor of the following individuals between April 4, 2011 and November 28, 2011.

All Breast Cancer Warriors from Ellen Schwerin

All My Patients from Stephanie Shea

All of Us Impacted by Cancer from Anonymous

All Those Before Me & All of Those After from Sarah Essmann-Frie

All Victims of & Survivors of Cancer from Andrea Estrella

All Women Afflicted with Breast Cancer from Michelle Goins

Kathleen Allen from Jane Torres

Gloria Anderson from Kathy Rogers

Pat Baldwin from Lynn Reynolds

Sam Bateman from Kellea Miller

The BCAction Staff from Sarah Harding from Angela and Frances Wall

BCAction Webinars Anonymous

Belle from Barbara Thompson

Joyce Bichler from Denise Helfstein from Joan Siffert from Susan Tobachnik

Barbara Bogard from Barbara Bogard

Susan Bosma Potter from Barbara Garlock

Barbara Brenner from Anonymous from Shayna Berkowitz from Nancy Berlinger from Barbara B. and Joseph Blumenthal from Beth A. Chapman from Julie Cheever from Lillian Sandra Coliver from Betsy Cotton from Estelle Disch from Emily Doskow from Gerald Epstein from Estelle B. Freedman from Phyllis Hatfield from Leonie and Glen Janken from Diane Jones from Ellen Leopold from Helen Love from Sarah R. Moore from Joyce Newstat from Janet Nudelman from her fans at Shanti! from Sandra Sohcot from Blue Walcer from Laurie Woodard

Barbara Brenner’s 60th Birthday from Lawrence Brenner
Donations in Honor

Paula Canny
from Denise Lepley

Christopher Cargen
from Lynne Cargen

Kathi Cavalieri
from Jane Ahrens

Diana Chingos
from Anonymous

Gina Columna
from Virginia Columna

Margot De Ramirez
from Anonymous

Catherine DeLorey
from Deborah Roberts

Donna
from Donna Sheehan

Isaac Einisman
from Karen Einisman

Mary Evans Bapst
from Caroline Villa

Sarah Fenner
from Rosemary Barlow

Fierce Four
from Karen Rubin

Katie Ford Hall
from Laura Haggarty

Tori Freeman
from Melissa White

Julie French
from Mike Bellissimo
from Roderick Thompson

Phyllis Friedman
from Kellea Miller

Zoe Friedman-Cohen
from Kellea Miller

Lynda Gilgun
from Debra Fidler

Fab Graza
from Kathy Rogers

Rhoda Grumet
from Marian and Jeff Urman

Mary Harms
from Kathleen and Ralph Harms

Wendy Herzog
from Nancy Schuepbach

Sharon Horan
from Linda Bailey

Judy Huntress
from Kirby Ramstad

Karuna Jaggar
from Sarah R. Moore

Sumita Jaggar
from Sumita Jaggar

Joanne and Christine
from Valerie and Michael Russell

Dawn Judd
from Kira Steifman
Donations in Honor

Uma Kahn
  from Marvin Belzer

Amy Kalisher
  from Kimberly Clark
  from Holly Kalisher

Bernice Karlsberg Casso
  from Linda and Mark Karlsberg

The Kastanis’
  from Lori Harmon

Debbie Keever
  from Marcelin Keever

Tovah King
  from Isadora Betancourt

Andy Kislik
  from Marcia Ganeles-Kislik

Hannah Klein Connolly
  from Craig & Kristin Holbrook Donato

Susan Lampa
  from Cynthia Sadler
  from Laura Sykes

Mari Landis
  from Patti and John Zussman

Lisa Layne
  from Quinton Hallett

Stephanie Lee
  from Deneitra Hutchinson

Dana Levine
  from Marion Levine

Deborah Levine
  from Mark Ashby
  from Amy Bryant
  from Michael Fleisher
  from Ruth Fontilla
  from Jennifer Johnsen
  from June Lee
  from Alan Necula
  from Gretchen Raffa
  from Kate Recchia
  from Diane Senecal
  from Nicole Shaw
  from Hope Wachter

Greg Lewis
  from Greg Lewis

Peggy Locastro
  from Rosey and Stuart Rudnick

JoAnn Loulan
  from Marjory Curran
  from Tori Freeman
  from Sheila Gholson
  from Gardner Loulan
  from JoAnn Ogden
  from Pauline Peele
  from Debra and Andrew Rachleff
  from Dan Turner

JoAnn Loulan’s Birthday
  from Diane Mosbacher

Jill Lynch
  from Amy Chinitz

JoAnn Madigan
  from Anonymous

Jane Malme
  from Anonymous
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Aurora Martinez
from Cameron Tomele

Me
from Vera Brown

Me
from Holly Conner

Me
from Dawn Donaldson

Me
from Barbara Garlock

Lynn Metcalf
from Louise Kurey

Dianne Miller
from Kellea Miller

Kellea Miller & Dan Walmsley
from Caitlin Stanton

Mom
from Barbara Garlock

Mothers, sisters, daughters, grandmothers
from Barbara Owen-Boerger

Janet Morrison
from Laurie Nehring

Cindy Moushegian
from Barbara Garlock

Goria Munks, my mother-in-law
from Brenda Munks

My Aunt Joanne
from Yu-Ting Tiffany Fan

My Mother, Florence
from Anonymous

My Sistahs
from Makeda Kamara

My "Sisters" in Afghanistan Women
from Linda Karlsson, for Women International

My sisters, Karen and Maureen
from Mary Bloomer

Susan Niebur
from Judy Kooistra

Peggy Orenstein
from Lisa Geduldif

Dianna Owens
from Anonymous

Michael Pappone
from Diane Savitzky

Carol Pepper
from Anonymous

Kim Pistey
from Daisy Pistey-Lyhne

Marilyn Poor
from Judith Pierce

Prevention
from Marc Brannan

Sarah Pugh Murray
from Tamara Turner

Amy Quinlan
from Suzanne and Jim Kohlberg
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Beverly Robbins
from Franceen and Richard Gross

Beverly Robbins
from Richard & Randi Jones

Darlene Rohr
from Kim Osborne

Kathleen Rouse
from Pamela Iguchi

Kathleen Rouse, on Mother’s Day
from Eleanor Rouse

Christina Sahagian
from Rabbi Brian and Caroline
Fromm Lurie

Kara Sandusky
from Casey Sandusky

Elena Sassard
from Linda Stein

Bruce Scherting
from Marguerite Perret

The Schneider Family
from Constace Ring

Ellen Schwerin
from Anonymous

Tamera Shanker
from Beatriz Crites

Lee Anne Shockley
from Tamara Barr

Jacqueline Lou Skaggs
from Gwendolyn C. Skaggs

Jen Smith
from Nancy Arnold

Lisa Staprans
from Annaly Bennett
from Rosalie Cornew
from Dan Turner

Starving Geniuses
from Anonymous

Marla Stein
from Elena and Jack Sassard
from Linda Stein

Joan Stevens
from Fran Danoff

Joan Sussman
from Patti and John Zussman

Natalie Sussman
from Patti and John Zussman

Gail Sweeney
from Zoe Christopher

Jen Thatcher
from Anonymous

Victoria Thompson
from David Thompson

Debra Travis
from Kellea Miller

Lisa Troedson
from Susan and Grant Evans
from Lori Rae and Deke Hunter
from Jayne S. and Mark Mordell
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Skye Urbach  
from Catherine Trimbur

Cheng Yun  
from Yvenchka Kwan

Joan Walmsley  
from Kellea Miller

Wanda  
from Sarah Strand

Jeanne Wdowin  
from Garrett Wdowin

Rebecca Willett  
from Rebecca Willett

Janet Wright  
from Michelle Goins

Susan Kagan Zager  
from Muriel Kagan Zager

Marilyn Zivian  
from Lorri Rosenberg Arazi  
from Fran and Bud Johns

Zoe  
from Lee Ann Slinkard

Julie Zussman  
from Patti and John Zussman

Marcy Zussman  
from Patti and John Zussman

Patti and John Zussman’s anniversary  
from Lois and Milton Zussman

Konni  
from Konni Hall
Donations in Memory

BCAction gratefully acknowledges donations made in memory of the following individuals between April 4, 2011 and November 28, 2011.

Sandy Adam
    from Janis Williamson

Joan Arboit Ainbinder
    from Judith Glinder

Linda Allen
    from Anonymous

Eleanor Katherine Fry Alston
    from Sharon Appleby
    from Stephen Howard
    from Azalia Khousnoutdinova
    from Michele Wolford

Cathy Anderson
    from Theresa Bertolone
    from Carla Rutledge

Pat Anesi
    from Lauri E. Fried-Lee

Rita Arditti
    from Gilda Bruckman
    from Estelle Disch

Audre
    from Makeda Kamara

Linda Baralt
    from Lori Baralt

Kitty Black
    from Cindy Dvergsten

Julia Boltin
    from Nancy Berlinger

Alma Borenstein Ohly
    from Barbara B. and Joseph Blumenthal

Jeanne K. Brown
    from Collin Brown

Frances Brown
    from Terri Morris Downs

Krista Calegari
    from Mary Lou Gooding

Jeanne and Theresa Carlino
    from Anonymous

Joaquin Castro
    from Nancy Kelly

Susan Claymon
    from Sandy and Larry Eiler
    from Betty and Martin Slavney

TomaLynn Cloud-Davis
    from Charlotte Knabel

Louise Coiro
    from Chryse Glackin

Toni Cookson
    from Valerie Cookson-Botto

Susan Curry Burnett
    from Annette and Dennis Sullivan

Alaska Deb
    from Vickie Eggleston

Elba S. DeJesus Delgado
    from Anna Poulin

Delma (my grandmother)
    from Jacqueline Skaggs
Donations in Memory

Diane
from Beatriz Crites

Jennifer Dieges
from Megan Farley

Marie Disanza
from Carolyn and Stanley Wiener

John Ekblad
from Harvey Barnett

Frieda Elfus
from Sheila Namir

Marcy Ely
from Lauren Coodley

Sally Erwin
from Michelle Mehta

Olive Evans
from Carolyn Kolb

Willi Evans Wolfe
from Caroline Villa

Barbara Fetterolf
from Linda Mullin

Ethel Fialkin
from Alice Fialkin

Lynly Fischler
from Diane Fischler

Dorothy and Lewis Friedman
from Beth Friedman

Amy Gable
from Anonymous

Ina Christine Gambrel
from Kristi Kerr

Sue Gebhardt
from Judy Griffin

Rose Giannini, my mother
from Roseanne Giannini Quinn

Lenore Gilmore
from Cathy Coleman

Amy Grabel, my beloved, who died in 2010
from Sandra Bailey

Cye Greenwood
from Phyllis Jacobson

Estelle Gribetz
from Myra Hogan

Kathy Haycock
from Cynthia Reed Buck

Elsie Herman
from Anonymous

Cathy Hoey
from Gayle Sulik

Jan Holden
from Barbara S. and Elizabeth Bryant-Williams

Margaret Holder
from Rosalie Hewins

Karen Hopfinger
from Anthony Hopfinger

Alice Hyman
from Kathryn Bisby
Donations in Memory

Ann Ikawa
from Dianne Armitage

My mom, Isabel Hernandez
from Jesse Hernandez

Helene Israel
from Anonymous

Linda Jones-Falk
from CoCo and Mark Jones

Ellie and Murray Kalisher
from Holly Kalisher

Patricia Kaplan
from Ira Hammer

Darlene Keju Johnson
from JoAnn Tsark

Sherrie Kelley
from Rita and Ernest Tibbles

Catherine Kelly
from Meaghan Kelly

Carole Kramer
from Jill Kramer

Patricia Kunz
from Eileen M. Long

Marla Lamb
from Linda E. and Curtis Boles

Daphne Laurance, my mother
from Anonymous

Jean Levecchia
from Mary Ann Swisssler

Nancy Leventhal
from Joan and Steven Goldblatt

Lidia
from Marisela Cortez

Veta Fay Lock
from Jennifer Woods

Loved Ones
from Anonymous

Shirley Lupton
from Renee Gibbon

Billie Loulan, JoAnn Loulan’s Mom
from Tori Freeman
from JoAnn Ogden

Rita Manis
from Eileen Chavez

Margaret Mann Wuebker
from Anonymous

Catherine McCarthy
from Joan McCarthy

Donna McGill
from Anonymous

Dorothy Mae Meals
from Julie Cowan

Catherine B. Miller
from Anonymous

Shirley Mills
from Anonymous

Eleanor Morrison
from Susan G. Morrison
Donations in Memory

Deborah Mosley
from Tina Connelly

My Mother
from Anna Poulin

Tanya Neiman
from Brett Mangels

Terrence L. O’Brien
from JoAnn O’Brien

Rita O’Leary
from Elizabeth Dietz

Margy Ortiz
from Lori Berlin

Kathy Parker
from Anonymous

Barbara S. Passloff
from Rachel Duclos

Jan Platner
from Barbara Dickey

Mildred Pomeroy
from Anonymous

Suzanne Portner
from Anonymous

Eleanor Pred
from Jesse Gottschalk

Melissa Quan
from Margo L. Arcanin

Yvonne Quayle
from Kellea Miller

Rosemary Richard
from Susan Baroncini-Moe

Anna M. Roos
from Anonymous

Leslie Rosenblum
from Karen Balzano

Pauline Rosenblum
from Gayle Goldman

Brenda Roth
from Ali Roth

Sharon Trautman Schmidt
from Edward Luning

Therese Castonguay Shirley
from Elyse Sokol

Donna Shives
from Julie Gleason

Charlotte Shollenberger
from Amy Shollenberger

Beccy Shontz
from Dianne Miller

Myra Shostak
from Belle Shayer

Grace Silvan
from Tanya Colligan

Tillie Sohigian
from Judith Norsigian

Phyllis Tally
from Sarah Walker
Donations in Memory

Valerie Ann from Brenda Eckles
Inga VanNynatten from Erika Carlson
Lisa Virgillio from Cynthia Woods
Harriet Von Lehe from Arthur Von Lehe
Rose Wachter from Judy Lujan
Thelma Wade from Glenda Wade
Lynne Wagner from Karen Kopelson
Maureen Wall Bentley from Carol O’Brien Haagensen
Ben Weinstein from Marian Feinberg
Mary Jo Weschler from Melissa McGhee
Elayne Wesen from Michele Wesen and Stanley Bryant
Bonnie White from Jenny White
Winnie Wilcke from Lois W. Goggin
Sherrie Wilkins from Carol Schultz
Mary Winter from Catharine E. Kibira
Micky Wolfe from Virginia Wolfe
Barbara Woolf from Dotti Webb
Florence E. Wright from Mary-Ellen Maynard
Georgia Youngman from Kay Barretto
David Zager from Susan Zager
From Muriel Kagan Zager
Victor Zager from Muriel Kagan Zager
Soozi Zussman from Patti and John Zussman
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